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Thank you for agreeing to give a testimonial statement for use in our office, on our website, or with our direct marketing mailing campaigns.  To 
make your life easier, below are some sample testimonial statements.  If any of these represent how you feel about your experience with our office, 
feel free to simply: 
 
A.     Endorse one 
B.     Modify one to accurately represent your experience 
C.     Or provide an original testimonial yourself 

Thank you again for your participation in this. 

SAMPLES 

1.       “I love that Dr. Arcuri always sees us on each visit.  He takes the time to answer all of our questions.” 
2.      Dr. Arcuri gave us very personalized attention, and the office worked with us on an easy payment plan. 
3.       “Your office is the most professional, organized, and efficient.  I especially appreciate how your appointments run on time.  I  
          know you value my time and you’re always reachable if I need anything.” 
4.       In a world where good customer service is hard to find, Dr. Arcuri is a pleasure to have for an orthodontist.  Their patient care  
           and service are exceptional, and each time we’re there, Dr. Arcuri and the staff treat us like we’re family.” 
5.      “We appreciated Dr. Arcuri’s open and honest advice about when treatment would best be started for our son/daughter.  We  
           visited another orthodontist before seeing Dr. Arcuri, and the other office seemed to be rushing us to start treatment  
           immediately.  We’re also pleased with how affordable our son’s/daughter’s treatment has been with Dr. Arcuri.” 
6.      We like the small, family atmosphere of the office.  Dr. Arcuri and his staff made getting braces fun for my son/daughter.  My  
          other children will definitely go here. 
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